
Denali Fish & Game Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes of April 15, 2014 

 

The meeting was called to order by Chair Don Holum at 7:30 pm on April 15 2014. 
 
Members present were: Don Holum, Caleb Holum, Armeda Bulard, Gordon Carlson, Lance 
Williams, Bruce Gore, and Jeff Burney 
  
Members absent were: J. Marie Gore, and Ray Atkins. 
 
  Public present: Jim Elison from the Alaska State Troopers. 
 
We discussed old business, with Don Holum giving a report on his trips to the Alaska Board of 
Game meeting's, and the CSH committee. 
 
 New business we discussed and voted on the CSH proposals our votes and comments are 
below.                                 
proposal III-A 
 7-0 in favor, the AC was very much in favor of this proposal, allowing better opportunity for 
CSH hunters to take a Caribou. 
 
proposal II-A 
 7-0 in favor, Makes good sense, better way to manage the game, better to help alleviate over 
harvest on the more popular areas. 
 Proposal II-B 
  7-0  in favor,  with amendments,  make consesions for back country campers, and would 
prefer 48 hour over 24, and deffinatly feels it is necessary if proposal II-A does not get 
approved. 
  Proposal II-C 
 4-3 In favor, those in favor liked the idea of limited time, those opposed felt it would be an 
enforcement nightmare. 
  proposal II-D 
  0-7  Failed,  the AC members felt that this was a bad proposal, and did not like at all. 
  Proposal II-E 
  0-7 failed,  the AC was very much opposed to this idea, and felt it would be an enforcement 
nightmare. 
 
   Proposal I-A 
   7-0 passed,  liked the idea of eliminating the early portion of the CSH, and felt that it would 
help prevent meat spoiling from the heat, and poor care in the heat from inexperienced 
hunters, there was no reason that the moose needed to be hunted in early August. 
   Proposal I-B 
   7-0 Passed,  the AC felt that the true Subsistence hunter would hunt the hunt over long terms, 
eliminating the grab and go hunters. 
   Proposal I-C 
    7-0 passed,  people that participate in the CSH should only do the CSH in unit 13,11, and 12, if 
they want to sport hunt then they should sport hunt and not the CSH. 
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    Proposal I-D 
     7-0 passed,  the AC liked this proposal very much, and is in keeping with the spirit of the 
CSH.  
    Proposal I-E 
     7-0 passed, This proposal would help to stop random groups, and all groups need a common 
bond, and from the same geographical area. 
     Proposal I-F  
      1-3-3  failed,  the AC felt this was an  argumentative proposal, and was a mute point. 
      Proposal I-G 
       0-6-1  failed, the AC felt this was a great idea, but would put undue burden on the 
department of Fish and Game, and would not be enforceable, needed more info to vote on this. 
       Proposal I-H 
     2-2-3  Deadlock  With most of the AC fealing it would be a waste of time, and almost 
impossible to get accurate info. on everyone. 
      Proposal I-J 
    5-0-2    Passed, this would assure that all groups meet the CSH requirements, there was 
concern over the time constraints on the board of Game, and whether they would have time to 
review al applicants. 
     Proposal IV-A 
    0-6-1  Failed, felt this could be a legal problem, and did not want to go back to a drawing 
system. 
    Proposal I-I 
      The AC did not take action on this proposal. 
 


